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1.0 Introduction

Figure 1.1 – Aerial View of Project Area

The Minnesota Department of Transportation (MnDOT) District 1 (Duluth region) is rebuilding the I-35, I-535, and
US Highway 53 interchange in the city of Duluth, Minnesota. This interchange is known as the Twin Ports
Interchange (TPI). The existing roadway and bridges are aging and structurally obsolete. This project will enhance
safety by eliminating blind merges, left exits, and improve freight mobility.
The first year (2021) of this 4-year project had a severe impact on motorists due to mainline I-35 being reduced
to a single lane in each direction. The Duluth area is a popular vacation destination and typically hosts many visitors
during the summer months. With the reduction of COVID restrictions in 2021 the District expected an increase in
traffic volume due to recovering commerce, tourism, and a resumption of special events. Thus, this project was
flagged for extra temporary traffic mitigation measures.
Many of these work zone enhancements have been used on other projects but the concentration on this job
warranted some additional study to determine the combined effectiveness. After consultation with the Traffic
Engineering Organization (TEO) Temporary Traffic Control (TTC) subcommittee, it was determined that a process
similar to a Road Safety Audit (RSA) would be an appropriate method to conduct this study to evaluate the
enhancements and mitigation measures. Crash and delay data have been collected to summarize the general
operation of the work zone. Each work zone enhancement is detailed, studied, evaluated by the team, and could
be endorsed for use on other MnDOT projects or recommended for further improvements or refinements.
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1.1 Study Area
The primary focus area of the study is I-35 between 27th Avenue West and Garfield Avenue. Ramp connections
from I-535 and Hwy 53 act as major traffic contributors and affect the traffic flow on mainline I-35. Several
detours are in operation and this project does affect the local road system.
Figure 1.2 below shows the reconstruction area.

Figure 1.2 – Reconstruction Area

1.2 Road Safety Audit Study Process
This RSA is an evaluation of an existing roadway under major reconstruction by an independent,
multidisciplinary team. This team is set to evaluate each work zone enhancement with interest in its
effectiveness and appropriateness for use on other potential MnDOT projects. This RSA is performed during
the construction process.
An RSA includes three steps:
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1. Understand Existing Conditions – complete pre-audit data analysis, field review, and obtain input from
stakeholders to understand potential existing safety concerns.
2. Road Safety Audit – complete the RSA and collect additional data if required.
3. Report Findings – identify potential safety projects and solutions, document, and present the findings of
the study.
The “4Es” of safety include engineering, education, enforcement, and emergency response and safety
solutions can be related to any of the “4Es” although often the solutions are engineering based.
This RSA included the following key steps:
1. Assemble an RSA review team
2. Assemble, review, and analyze crash data
3. Conduct the RSA review
4. Develop the draft RSA report
5. Review and confirm findings with RSA review team
6. Finalize the RSA report
7. Present findings to the public

1.3 Road Safety Audit Review Team
This RSA review was conducted in 2021 during the COVID-19 Pandemic. Under normal circumstances, the RSA
team is limited to about 10 people because the team completes the field review together traveling to the site
in a large passenger vehicle. Due to social distancing requirements, a virtual RSA review was conducted where
information was assembled in advance including drone video of the roadways, GoPro video of a drive through
of the work zone, and photos at key study locations. This allowed for a larger group to participate on the RSA
review team.
Members of the RSA review team and their office are listed below.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

OTE Safety: Derek Leuer, Max Moreland
OTE Work Zones: Michelle Moser, Jeff Morey, Ethan Peterson, Ken Johnson
OCIC: Tom Ravn, Kevin Kosobud, Jackie Brown, Angie Gustafson, Ted Ulven
OM: Steve Blaufuss
State Aid: Rashmi Brewer
Metro Traffic: Ron Rauchle, Kevin Farraher
D6: Jeff Rieder
D4: Jeff DeHaan
D1 Traffic: Jim Miles, Morrie Luke
D1 Construction: Pat Huston, Tom Lund, Erik Cooper, Pete Marthaler, Mark Foldesi
State Patrol: Captain Charles Lemon
FHWA: Will Stein, Joe Campbell
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1.4 Project Outreach
As this is a multi-year, high visibility project that will impact large amounts of drivers, outreach was conducted
to inform the public about the project and the work zone. This included stakeholder outreach meetings and
open house meetings that began in 2017. Monthly public outreach meetings were held virtually.
Surrounding businesses were informed of the project by postcards and phone calls as well as in-person visits
from MnDOT staff to discuss the project with business owners and hand out flyers.
A project website was compiled that includes extensive information about the project including timelines,
maps and layouts, interactive route mapping, live traffic updates, past meeting presentations, video tours of
the work zone, and technical documents. That website can be found here:
https://www.dot.state.mn.us/d1/projects/twin-ports-interchange/

2.0 Work Zone Enhancements Used
A number of work zone enhancements were utilized in the TPI work zone ranging from signage to enforcement
to keep traffic safely flowing through the work zone. A number of those enhancements are documented in the
sections below.

2.1 Zipper Merge
2.1.1 Overview of Zipper Merge
A Zipper Merge occurs when motorists use both lanes of traffic until reaching the defined merge area, and
then alternate in a “zipper” fashion into the open lane. Encouraging motorists to zipper merge in construction
zones helps reduce crashes, speeds, and congestion. The zipper merge helps create a sense of fairness and
equity that all lanes are moving at the same rate.
Reducing speed differences between lanes is important on any roadway but especially in work zones where
motorists maybe unfamiliar with work zone traffic control. Traffic changing lanes from a slow congested lane
to a faster free flowing lane is particularly vulnerable to being in a rear end crash. The zipper merge can reduce
the overall length of traffic backup by as much as 40 percent. This helps keep freeway interchanges open
providing access for destination traffic as well as some through traffic seeking an alternate route.
MnDOT’s guidance is that when traffic is moving at highway speed and there are no backups, it makes sense
to move to the lane that will remain open through construction. When traffic is heavy and slow, it is much
safer for motorists to remain in their current lane until the point where traffic can orderly take turns merging.
The strategy to communicate this message to motorists has evolved over many years. Initially this was an
Intelligent Work Zone (IWZ) system using sensors and Portable Changeable Message Signs (PCMS). As the
public became familiar with this technique, it was changed to just static signs which allowed its application on
many more projects at a lower cost.
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2.1.2 Usage in This Work Zone of Zipper Merges

Figure 2.2 – Zipper Merge Signage in the TPI Work Zone

The current method of deploying the zipper merge system is a series of static signs in advance of the work
zone and areas of anticipated traffic backups. This is detailed on the Office of Traffic Engineering (OTE) long
term work zone typical application layouts 59 and 60. These signs are targeted to those familiar with the zipper
merge strategy who need a “reminder” or “permission” to comply. Standard sign G20-X10, (USE BOTH LANES
DURING BACKUPS) a black on orange, a vertical rectangular 48” X 60” panel, with 7-inch letter size, is typical
for all roadways. Those were the majority of signs deployed on the TPI project. Figure 2.1 shows an oversize,
special sign, that was designed to take advantage of the wider gore area location.

2.1.3 Performance in This Work Zone of Zipper Merges
Feedback from the project personnel and review team members who drove through during periods of traffic
backups, indicates the zipper merge strategy could be improved. The static signs were not very prominent and
commanding. They were thought to be undersized, got lost in the clutter of existing signing, and could not
compete with the dramatic city views coming down the hill into Duluth. I-35 is a very crowded corridor for
permanent sign placement, so installing temporary construction signs was a formidable challenge.
These concerns were brought to the TEO TTC for discussion with other MnDOT districts. There was agreement
that Standard Sign G20-X10 is undersized for a freeway and could be designed in the plan to be oversized. A
“Zipper Merge” message could be used on a PCMS since those would be supplemental messages and not the
primary message given by the static sign. However, placing another PCMS in this over-signed corridor was not
possible and permanent CMSs were already being used with other work zone related messages.
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An important observation is that although MnDOT has “Branded” this as the “Zipper” merge, none of our
signing states this. At least one other state has used a “Zipper Merge” graphic and message on construction
signing. This is done under a request to experiment to the FHWA. Our FHWA partners are supportive of this
process for MnDOT to alter our signing. A district will have to take the lead and agree to provide feedback to
complete the request process.

2.1.4 Ideas for Future Improvements of Work Zone Zipper Merges
The process we currently use for zipper merge signing works well in most cases. On major projects with much
activity, sign clutter, and other reasons, the plan could add oversize signing, supplemental messages on
PCMS’s, and possibly include detectors to operate the zipper merge as an active IWZ system. There is
opportunity for a District with an upcoming “high impact” project to improve the current Zipper Merge
strategy.

2.2 Work Zone Signing
2.2.1 Overview of Work Zone Signing
The purpose of Temporary Traffic Control (TTC) is the safe and effective movement of motorists, the safety of
workers, and access for responders to traffic incidents. Signs in work zones are the primary means by which
we communicate to motorists the changed roadway conditions and traffic configuration on a construction
project.

2.2.2 Usage in This Work Zone of Work Zone Signing

Figure 2.2 – Work Zone Signing in the TPI Work Zone
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Figure 2.3 – Work Zone Signing in the TPI Work Zone

TTC zones present constantly changing conditions that are unexpected by motorists. This was experienced on
the southbound roadway left exit to Wisconsin. The left exit was changed to the middle lane and the left lane
was used for through traffic. Fifty years of habit are hard to change so in addition to standard ground mounted
static signs, existing Over Head (OH) signing was modified. Full size black on orange sign panels were installed
over the now incorrect lane usage message. An existing OH changeable message sign near the exit was
programed for an exit arrow and message. This extraordinary signing effort did not convince all motorists,
some still followed their old habit a few times until they learned to respect the sign message.

2.2.3 Performance in This Work Zone of Work Zone Signing
Northbound I-35 approaching the project is an old urban section of freeway with multiple exit/entrances,
narrow shoulders, and bridge railings that prevent ground mounted sign installation. Many existing guide signs
already had minimal spacing, so inserting construction signing was a challenge. There were sections of
roadway where sign clutter prevailed. Primary construction signs were installed initially followed by shorter
term detour signs. There was just not enough space for proper sign spacing. Many left side signs would not fit
on temporary signs on the shoulder. Some were innovatively installed on top of the raised median at the sign
height of a ground mounted sign.

2.2.4 Ideas for Future Improvements of Work Zone Signing
Sign layout and spacing can look adequate on plan sheets, but a field review of sign placement is necessary
for a project with signing that commands respect and elicits the proper motorist reaction. Sometimes multiple
messages may be combined on a single sign panel. Care must be taken not to create a distraction that may
slow traffic trying to read too much text.
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2.3 Temporary Over Head (OH) Sign
2.3.1 Overview of a Temporary OH Sign
In 2016 a Temporary OH sign structure was fabricated in MnDOT District 6 (Rochester Region) by their Bridge
Maintenance Unit based on a design by the Office of Bridges and Structures. This was requested by the District
Traffic Office who had long wanted “lane usage” signing removed from ground mounted signs and placed in
the drivers view over the correct lane. Much was learned from this process and an improved design is now
available for inclusion into construction plans.

2.3.2 Usage in This Work Zone a Temporary OH Sign

Figure 2.4 – Temporary Overhead Sign in the TPI Work Zone

The current temporary OH sign design was used on this project as is any other bid item. It was supplied,
installed, maintained, and removed by the contractor who retains ownership. Lane usage information was not
the critical mission where it was installed on I-35 southbound. In that location of several tunnels and narrow
shoulders, there was not room to ground mount the “Stopped Traffic Warning System” sign and flashing lights.

2.3.3 Performance in This Work Zone a Temporary OH Sign
The temporary OH sign structure allowed an excellent installation and great visibility of the IWZ system. The
full-size sign and warning lights would not have fit on ground mounted signs due to the narrow geometry. It
was a very prominent installation that commanded respect of the message.
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2.3.4 Ideas for Future Improvements a Temporary OH Sign
The product performed very successfully. There was one minor issue pointed out by the District Traffic Office.
They do some traffic control monitoring during congestion and since the sign was upstream of their closest
camera, they could not determine if the system was activated. The suggested an auxiliary light be installed on
the back of the sign that would indicate it was operating.

2.4 Extraordinary Enforcement
2.4.1 Overview of Extraordinary Enforcement
The Minnesota Department of Transportation (MnDOT) employs the Minnesota State Patrol (MSP) for
additional law enforcement on federal and state funded construction projects. Our policy is to deploy
extraordinary enforcement when it is reasonably expected to increase the safety of the travelling public or
construction personnel. Requests are considered on an individual project basis and special funding is available
if approved in advance by the State Construction Engineer.

2.4.2 Usage in This Work Zone of Extraordinary Enforcement

Figure 2.5 – Extraordinary Enforcement near the TPI Work Zone

MSP is the primary agency responding to incidents on this freeway. They are dispatched from the same facility
MnDOT uses some distance away at the top of the hill in Duluth. Travel time can be delayed by the same
congestion and traffic backups the construction project generates. Since the project’s preplanning showed a
need for faster response, the extraordinary enforcement program was used to schedule a State Trooper
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during expected times of need. The addition of a work zone speed limit reduction due to narrow lanes and
sharp turns further justified this request.

2.4.3 Performance in This Work Zone of Extraordinary Enforcement
Based on past experience from the 2010/2011 I-35 Duluth Mega Project which had single lane traffic on I-35
from Boundary Avenue to 26th Avenue East, the initial request for extraordinary enforcement on this project
was very large. It was thought that a Trooper would be required every day and two on the weekends to cover
each direction of travel. I-35 is the only high-volume interstate in Duluth, there are no other high volume
parallel routes that lend themselves to an efficient re-routing during incidents. This creates an urgency to clear
incidents quickly and avoid secondary crashes in the resulting traffic backups. Coverage was very good, and
vehicle speeds were managed to expectations. Activity logs were kept of incidents and further analysis
midway through the 2021 construction season showed the initial schedule could be reduced. Enforcement
was reduced on a targeted basis and continues to be adequate.

2.4.4 Ideas for Future Improvements to Extraordinary Enforcement
The Extraordinary Enforcement program works very well and there seems little need to alter it. It is available
on short notice, allows flexible scheduling, and does not affect the districts or projects finances. Some districts
do not utilize this program very much so maybe some additional awareness effort would be worthwhile.

2.5 Tow Truck
2.5.1 Overview of an On-Project Tow Truck
The Minnesota Department of Transportation (MnDOT) employs a private Tow Truck operator on certain
projects, during hours of high congestion, where there is not room to install an emergency pull-off area. A
minor crash or mechanical break-down can result in catastrophic chain reaction crashes in the resulting traffic
backup. This is a work zone safety enhancement because it reduces risk to the public and first responders by
quickly removing the incident from the traveled roadway.
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2.5.2 Usage in This Work Zone of an On-Project Tow Truck

Figure 2.6 – Tow Truck in the TPI Work Zone

From experience on the 2010/2011 I-35 Duluth Mega Project, a Tow Truck service was employed on this
project due to single lane traffic, minimal shoulder width, concrete barrier on both sides of the lanes, and no
availability of high-volume parallel routes. It was scheduled similarly to the Minnesota State Patrol (MSP)
deployment. MSP Troopers and the tow truck operator communicated to determine strategy to clear an
incident.

2.5.3 Performance in This Work Zone of an On-Project Tow Truck
The on-project Tow Truck reduced response time and accelerated the incident clearance. The review team
believed the MSP and Tow Truck service increased the Motorists confidence that the project was proactively
managed.

2.5.4 Ideas for Future Improvements to an On-Project Tow Truck
This work zone enhancement is seldom used. It should continue to be considered for use on appropriate
projects.

2.6 Public Information
2.6.1 Overview of a Public Information program
The Minnesota Safety and Mobility Policy requires significant projects to consider traffic mobility and safety
during development and implementation. As part of the Transportation Management Plan (TMP), a Public
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Information (PI) component is applied to mitigate work zone impacts to the public. A PI will include public
awareness and motorist information strategies to facilitate alternate access or travel routes. The District also
created a Public Information Plan (PIP) that guided the public outreach efforts.

2.6.2 Usage in This Work Zone of a Public Information program
As mentioned in the introduction, extensive use was made of a project website to keep the public well
informed. The web page was constantly updated with advance information of stage changes, ramp
closures/openings, and preferred routing for attendees of special events. For project information: updated
photos, videos, and recorded meetings are available. The website may be found here:
https://www.dot.state.mn.us/d1/projects/twin-ports-interchange/
Regular press releases kept traditional and social media up to date on the project’s progress. A TPI hotline was
available for people to call and get regular updates. GovDelivery was used to send out regular emails to those
who signed up. A Business Liaison cultivated trustworthy relationships with the business community. Concerns
of businesses were addressed to their satisfaction. A minor amount of business access signing was utilized but
not to the extent it contributed to sign clutter. Commercial billboards also provided construction information.
MnDOT staffed information booths at community events particularly in the Lincoln Park neighborhood which
was impacted by some access detours. These cultivated personal relationships with those most affected by
the projects impacts. Many visitors received project, directions, and alternate route information from their
event organizers.

2.6.3 Performance in This Work Zone of a Public Information program
It would have been difficult to live in the Duluth metro area and not been aware of the TPI project. Print,
electronic, and social media were all used to alert the public to the project and its impacts. The PI effort was
successful in its goal of informing the public and keeping motorists informed.

2.6.4 Ideas for Future Improvements to a Public Information program
The District would like to share some tips, tricks, and best practices they have learned:
•
•
•
•
•

Don’t expect people to come to you, go where there are events to share project information.
Mailing reach people better than any other form of outreach.
Paid, targeted social media is very effective.
Use photos and video to engage people, they started the most discussions on this project.
Record meetings and post online so others may view later.

2.7 End of Queue Warning System
2.7.1 Overview of the End of Queue Warning System
The End of Queue Warning System (EQWS) alerts motorists of an upcoming traffic slow-down or stopped
traffic. This allows time to stop safely and consider diverting to alternate routes. It is used when queue lengths
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are estimated to vary greatly and extend upstream beyond the motorist’s reasonable expectations for
stopped traffic. The system consists of detectors sensing the slow or stopped traffic and a message system for
communicating with the motorist.

2.7.2 Usage in This Work Zone of the End of Queue Warning System

Figure 2.7 – End of Queue Warning System in the TPI Work Zone

The EQWS system on this project was installed in both directions of I-35 in advance of the project. Detectors
were installed on trailers, existing signs, and temporary work zone signing. The message output consisted of
standard sign G20-X17, “Stopped or Slow Traffic-when flashing”, with 2 amber wig-wag flashers. Typically
ground mounted, one sign/flasher system on southbound was installed on a temporary overhead sign
structure.
The system is important on this project because there are not viable alternate routes for through traffic.
Skyline Parkway, a scenic byway, and Superior Street, a busy commercial corridor, might appeal to tourists
but operate much slower than the freeway. Hwy 2 and Central Entrance could be used for oversize freight but
add many miles to the trip.

2.7.3 Performance in This Work Zone of the End of Queue Warning System
The system performed as intended. It was activated during times of traffic slow traffic and alerted motorists
to that hazard. It is one of the few ways we can combat distracted driving. Since this system prevents rearend crashes, it has likely contributed to this project’s lower than average work zone crash rate.
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2.7.4 Ideas for Future Improvements to the End of Queue Warning System
This system has been used on many MnDOT projects throughout the state. With static signing and wig-wag
flashers, it is a relatively simple and inexpensive solution when backups may extend beyond typical advance
signing.

2.8 Over Dimension Warning System
2.8.1 Overview of the Over Dimension Warning System
The Minnesota Intelligent Work Zone (IWZ) Toolbox publication recommends an Over Dimension Warning
System be used when geometric or weight restrictions result in certain vehicles being unable to navigate the
work zone. This system informs non-compliant over-dimension vehicles of the need to immediately exit the
freeway. Used in conjunction with conventional signing and permit restrictions, it is the “last chance” to avoid
vehicle or structure damage. The system may also be used to alert workers that an over-dimension vehicle is
approaching.

2.8.2 Usage in This Work Zone of the Over Dimension Warning System

Figure 2.8 – Over Dimension Sensor in District 6 Project

Figure 2.9 – Over Dimension Warning Signage in District 6 Project
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The system was used on the TPI project in early 2021 before the review team was assembled. Feedback was
collected from the project personnel and additional performance data was available from a similar system
used in District 6 (Rochester Region).
The replacement of the 27th Ave bridge was critical to the staging timeline and began in late 2020. The girders
were set in early 2021 when I-35 SB traffic was still on the existing roadway. Construction falsework reduced
overhead clearance and the system was used to alert over height freight haulers.

2.8.3 Performance in This Work Zone of the Over Dimension Warning System
In both the District 1 and 6 applications, the system was applied to a low-clearance situation that became
known during the project development phase. The systems were designed and installed to obtain good
visibility of the signing and give clear and concise directions. The system performed as intended and directed
over height vehicles the exit ramp at the interchange.
District 6 became aware of a problem with over height vehicles triggering the system but ignoring the direction
to exit. Fortunately, they were within the factor of safety and did not collide with the bridge. A review of the
signing layout, locations, and messages did not prompt any modifications. The violations appear to be willful
by the driver. As all traffic control solutions have been exhausted, Extra Enforcement was requested for the
project. At the time of this report publication, there has not been feedback if enforcement solved the problem.

2.8.4 Ideas for Future Improvements to the Over Dimension Warning System
This system is of high value when a temporary low clearance situation is expected. It is often identified in the
project planning process giving time for proper design and budget considerations. Similar systems may be
utilized when restricted weight or reduced lane width conditions prevail.

2.9 OSHA Partnership
2.9.1 Overview of the OSHA Partnership
The Minnesota Occupational Safety and Health Administration (MNOSHA) facilitates partnership agreements
with industry to establish a cooperative effort in ensuring safety and maintaining an open line of
communication between participants. The goal is to reduce occupational related fatalities and serious injuries
within the construction industry. This program promotes and recognizes those jobsites controlled by a
contractor that have demonstrated an effective safety and health program. These partnerships are a result of
MNOSHA’s effort to develop a contractor/government approach to safety management.
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2.9.2 Usage on this project of the OSHA Partnership

Figure 2.10 – Work Crew in the TPI Work Zone

Figure 2.11 – Fire Department Practice Training in the TPI Work Zone

Ames/Kraemer Joint Venture (AKJV), MNOSHA, and MnDOT, have voluntarily agreed to enter into a
cooperative compliance partnership agreement which effectively implements all facets of jobsite safety. All
subcontractors who work on the TPI project are considered partners and incorporated by their respective
agreements. The common goal is to provide a safe and healthful work environment for employees and prevent
serious accidents and fatalities. This is achieved through enhanced safety and health programs, worksite
inspections, increased training, and compliance with MNOSHA standards and regulations.
Specific goals on this project are to achieve a low accident rate, zero fatalities, establish innovative strategies
to eliminate hazards, and implement high-level safety and health training for all employees. The many
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strategies to achieve these goals are detailed in the Partnership Agreement and implemented on the project
daily.
Ames Construction and Kraemer North America both have a strong safety culture and bring previous project
safety experience to this partnership through their other initiatives. They are both Level 2 members of the
Associated General Contractors (AGC) Construction Health and Safety Excellence (CHASE) program. CHASE is
a partnership with Minnesota OSHA and provides incentives for proactively identifying hazards and taking
corrective action. It is popular with the “Vertical” construction industry and has resulted in an incident rate
much lower than average. In recent years, some “Highway and Heavy” construction contractors such as AKJV
have embraced the program and are experiencing similar decreases in incident rates. Every individual is
empowered to question practices that may be accomplished in a safer method.
2.9.3 Performance on this project of the OSHA Partnership
Project reviews occur periodically and correct any instances needing improvement. The most recent site visit
(August 5, 2021) indicated 117 contractor employees on the project from AKJV and 7 subcontractors. Traffic
control was rated excellent and other minor issues were noted, immediately corrected, or removed from
service. The project had worked 109,336 work hours with zero recordable injuries.
AKJV has reached out to Emergency Responders to facilitate site access for response and rescue operations.
A review takes place when staging changes, key operations commence, and drills occur. The Duluth Fire
Department (DFD) is an active partner and schedules realistic rescue drills where only the Fire Chief knows its
true purpose. These utilize some specialized rescue equipment of the DFD and other agencies.
2.9.4 Ideas for Future use of the OSHA Partnership
MnDOT supports and encourages our Highway and Heavy Contractors to enter into OSHA partnership
agreements for projects of higher complexity and risk and become members of the CHASE program. The
reduced incident rate that translates into better health and welfare, benefits our field personnel as well as
the contractor’s employees.

2.10 Work Zone Speed Reduction
2.10.1 Overview of Work Zone Speed Reduction
The Minnesota Speed Limits in Work Zones Guidelines document recommends the appropriate use of speed
limits to control vehicle speeds through highway work zones. When a speed limit reduction is warranted, 3
methods may be deployed:
•
•
•

A non-enforceable Advisory Speed may be used in combination with a warning sign such as curve or
reverse curve.
A Workers Present speed limit is appropriate during the time workers are within a lane of live traffic.
A 24/7 Construction Speed Limit accounts for the changed conditions of roadway due to construction
activities.
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2.10.2 Usage in this Work Zone of Work Zone Speed Reduction

Figure 2.12 – Speed Limit Reduction in the TPI Work Zone

The existing speed limit of 55mph initially appeared sufficient for this roadway. The application of Stage 1
traffic control changed lane width, shoulder area, and sharpened some curves. Several hits to the crash
cushions at the 27th Ave. exit prompted some “cat track” striping and the need for more decision sight
distance. A reduced 24/7 construction speed limit of 45mph was posted to slow traffic enough they could read
the signs and navigate the narrow roadway safely.

2.10.3 Performance in this Work Zone of Work Zone Speed Reduction
A speed limit of 45mph is a reasonable operating speed for this roadway. There is much construction activity
that creates a “gawker” effect slowing traffic. The presence of State Patrol through the Extra Enforcement
program creates a further incentive to slow down in this work zone. The entire speed zone is about 2 miles,
so the delay is minimal.

2.10.4 Ideas for Future use of Work Zone Speed Reduction
A speed limit reduction should be considered in work zones where workers are in close proximity of traffic or
changed roadway conditions create unexpected hazards for the motorist. Care must be taken to not apply a
speed reduction unnecessarily and lose the respect of the traveling public. When the need is identified in the
planning process, a bid item for a Workers Presence Speed Limit may be included in the plan. If a 24/7
construction speed limit is warranted, the signs may be included on the plan sheets and included in the traffic
control lump sum pay item. When the need is identified after letting a change order will be required.
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2.11 Travel Time Information System
2.11.1 Overview of the Travel Time Information System
The Minnesota Intelligent Work Zone (IWZ) Toolbox publication recommends a Travel Time Information
System be used along routes of heavy freight and recreational usage when congestion is expected. This system
informs the driver of the estimated travel time between their current location and a specific destination. It
enables the motorist to make an informed decision regarding an alternate route, decide on additional rest
stops, and may reduce driver frustration.
2.11.2 Usage in This Work Zone of the Travel Time Information System

Figure 2.13 – Travel Time Warning System in the TPI Work Zone

This Travel Time Information System is operated by MnDOT’s Regional Transportation Center (RTMC) in
Roseville, MN. RTMC’s Intelligent Roadway Information System (IRIS) uses ClearGuide information to
determine the travel time output message. ClearGuide is a commercially available source from Iteris that
collects large amounts of complex data primarily from cellular GPS information, third-party providers, and
connected vehicles.
Existing, permanent, ground-mounted Changeable Message Signs (CMS) were utilized for the output message.
The series of CMS’s provided a countdown “Time to Downtown” for the I-35 Northbound roadway.
Approaching the lane closure, the system integrated temporary detection devices and changed the message
to a stopped traffic warning message when appropriate.
Without a high-volume parallel route available, no alternate route was suggested. The purpose was to provide
the information expected by travelers in a large metro area. When motorists experience a traffic backup, they
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sometimes get anxious which could lead to erratic lane changing or road rage. The travel time information
reduces these negative behaviors by confirming to the motorist that the work zone is well managed, and the
delay is minimal.
2.11.3 Performance in This Work Zone of the Travel Time Information System
The system performed as intended and the travel time displayed was accurate. The ClearGuide data source
was innovatively used on this project and has since become the technology of choice.
2.11.4 Ideas for Future Improvements to the Travel Time Information System
This system provides the greatest benefit to the motorist when there is a viable alternate route and the travel
time for each is displayed. This can serve to reduce the traffic volume through the work zone which is
beneficial for both safety and mobility. This system should be considered on major projects that have a high
impact on traffic flow for an extended duration.

3.0 Crash Data
Crash data was collected using the CrashMART application between the time period of April 5, 2021 and July 31,
2021 on all freeway segments surrounding the work zone. Each crash was reviewed to determine if it either
happened in the work zone or happened as a result of the work zone, such as due to a long backup of vehicles.

3.1 Crash Breakdowns
In total, 32 crashes were identified in the work zone area, or in an area directly impacted by traffic from the
work zone. No fatal or serious injury crashes were reported in the influence area of the work zone during the
study period. Each of the crashes was categorized into one of the following four groups:
•
•
•
•

A rear end crash impacted by a slowdown in traffic on the mainline due to the work zone
A rear end crash caused by a factor other than a slowdown in traffic
A vehicle that changed lanes or merged into another vehicle
A vehicle that departed their lane and collided with a barrier, construction barrels, or construction
equipment.

Table 3.1 shows the number of crashes of each of those types and further breaks them down by crash severity.
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Table 3.3 – TPI Work Zone Crashes by Type and Severity

Number of
Property
Damage Only
Crashes

Crash Type

Total Number of
Crashes

Number of Minor
Injury Crashes

Number of
Possible Injury
Crashes

Rear End (due to
slowdown in traffic)

13

2

1

10

Rear End (due to other
factors)

3

1

0

2

Merge or Lane Change
into Traffic

6

0

1

5

Vehicle into
Barrier/Barrels/Equipment

10

1

0

9

For comparison, Figure 3.1 shows the breakdown of crashes by manner of collision for all work zone crashes
in Minnesota in the three-year period of 2018 through 2020. Note that in Figure 3.1 the
“Other/Unknown/Blank” type crashes include single vehicle lane departure crashes.
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Figure 3.4 – Statewide Work Zone Crashes by Manner of Collision

Comparing Table 3.1 with Figure 3.1, the percentage of rear end and sideswipe crashes are similar in the TPI
work zone and statewide work zones with about 50% of crashes being rear ends and about 20% being
sideswipes. In the TPI work zone, the remaining crashes were single vehicle crashes with no angle crashes
unlike in statewide work zones.
Figure 3.2 shows the TPI work zone crashes by time of day and day of week. Figure 3.3 shows the work zone
crashes by time of day and week for all statewide work zone crashes.
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Crashes by Day of Week
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Figure 3.2 – TPI Work Zone Crashes by Time of Day and Day of Week

Figure 3.3 – All Work Zone Crashes by Time of Day and Day of Week
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As shown in Table 3.1, the most common crash type was rear end crashes due to slowdowns in mainline
traffic. The next most common crash type was vehicles departing their lane and striking a barrier, construction
barrels, or construction equipment. Compared to statewide numbers shown in Figure 3.1, rear end and lane
departure crashes are also the most common types of types of crashes in work zones.
As shown in Figure 3.2, most of the crashes in this work zone occur midday which is similar to statewide work
zone crashes.

3.2 Crash Map
As shown in Table 3.1, each of the identified crashes relating to the work zone were categorized by severity
and type. Using those categorizations, a map was made of each of the crashes. Figure 3.4 shows that map.
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Figure 3.3 – TPI Work Zone Crash Locations Map (4/5/2021-7/31/2021)
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As noted, there were no fatal or serious injury crashes in the work zone during the study period. The
combination of work zone enhancements certainly played a role in minimizing severe crashes. Some of the
crashes that did occur had an impact on work zone enhancements as modifications to the speed limit and
striping changes were added near the area of 27th Avenue in response to crashes that occurred early in the
study period.

4.0 Operations Data
To get a sense of vehicle operations going through the work zone, travel time data was collected using the
ClearGuide application. This data was gathered between the time period of April 5, 2021 and July 31, 2021 on
northbound and southbound Interstate 35 between roughly 40th Avenue and Mesaba Avenue, a length of
approximately 2.75 miles.

4.1 Travel Times
Travel times for the section of Interstate 35 between roughly 40th Avenue and Mesaba Avenue were collected
in 15-minute bins for the entire 17-week period referenced. These times were combined and categorized into
several groups to be able to identify average and maximum travel times. Those groupings are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Overall
Weekday (Monday-Thursday) AM Peak Periods (6am-9am)
Weekday (Monday-Thursday) PM Peak Periods (3pm-6pm)
Friday AM Peak Periods (6am-9am)
Friday PM Peak Periods (3pm-6pm)
Saturdays
Sundays

Figures 4.1 and 4.2 show the average and maximum travel time results for these time periods.
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Average Travel Time - Northbound

Average Travel Time - Southbound
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Figure 4.1 – Average Travel Times

Maximum Travel Time Northbound

Maximum Travel Time Southbound
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Figure 4.2 – Maximum Travel Times
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As seen in Figure 4.1 the average travel time for both northbound and southbound was just over three minutes
which is effectively free-flow speed for that section. Friday afternoon peak periods saw northbound traffic
having longer average travel times of about four minutes while southbound traffic saw increases in travel time
to nearly four minutes during weekday afternoon peak periods. In a work zone for project of this size, those
type of delays can be considered reasonable.
Periods of congestion were observed through the work zone. Peak travel times increased from three minutes
to over 18 minutes for northbound traffic and over 14 minutes for southbound traffic. These peak delays
occurred in the Friday afternoon peak period for northbound and the weekday afternoon peak period for
southbound.
Discussions with the Road Safety Audit Review Team revealed that some of the major travel time delays were
caused by either vacation traffic, event traffic, or specific incidents. It is noted that travel times were not
monitored on local streets which would have seen some impacts from the project.

5.0 Summary
Overall, the project outreach and work zone enhancements led to a successful implementation of the TPI work
zone in terms of crashes and travel times. With so many work zone enhancements in place, the planning that went
into this high visibility project as well as the ability to adapt work zone enhancements during the project were
crucial in the implementation.
Including an RSA for this work zone was seen as a beneficial addition to the project by members of the RSA. It is
recommended that a work zone RSA be included on other projects that have large, complex work zones.
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